The Boys & Girls Club of Plymouth Summer Camp & CDC Guidelines:

We will scrupulously follow the guidelines:

Centers for Disease Control (CDC) guidance says that where coronavirus is spreading rapidly, child-care should only serve the children of first responders and essential workers, as we doing for our heroes currently. It continues as the case today which the guidelines reference as "Phase 1."

In Phase 2, our programs (Camp, we hope) can expand to serve all children with enhanced social distancing measures, and in Phase 3, with a lower risk, social distancing will continue. Governor Charlie Baker will make these decisions.

CDC recommended measures include:

- Handwashing;
- Cloth masks for staff;
- Regular disinfection of all surfaces;
- Six-foot distance "if possible"; (we will observe);
- As much outdoor air as possible — open doorways, fans, outdoor activities;
- Restricting mixing of groups;
- Restricting visitors, and staggering dropoffs and pickups to reduce contact among parents;
- Limiting sharing of materials like art supplies, and sports equipment (disinfecting them in between use); and also
- Avoiding soft equipment that can't be easily disinfected.

We will restrict use of common areas like the multi-purpose room and playing field.

We will adjust operations based on local Board of Health data.

We will monitor absenteeism.

We will keep attendance at our programs local, to limit children bringing the disease from high to low transmission areas.